
I. Students’ Feedback Report – 2020-21: 

Total 845 students have submitted their responses. About the Course of their Studies: While rating 

the course, in terms of skills, concepts, knowledge, most of the students have rated the course of their 

study as Extremely Good. About the applicability, relevance of the course to real life situations, most 

of students grade the course as Very Good. They admire the depth of course content too. Relevance 

or the learning value of Project Report is also expressed as Very Good. 

About the syllabus: 58.1% consider it as challenging, 39.1% consider as adequate. Responding for 

benefits from the course, 27.5% consider highly relevant, 46.5% consider it as relevant while 11.4% 

each as partially or mostly relevant, less than 5% of the respondents submit that it was completely 

irrelevant. 

About completion of syllabus, 42.8% agree that 90-100% syllabus was finished. 34.3% say that, 75- 

89% syllabus was finished. 50.8% respondent accept as excellent for library holding of the course, 

37% consider as adequate. 34.9% agree as Very Good for they got prescribed readings. 53.4% rate as 

good for the same. 

For the internal evaluation system 35.9% say it as Very Good, 49.6% as Good, 13.4% say it as 

Average. Total 33.5% opine that, Internal Assessment Should have 100% weightage for the total 

course, while 43.2% favour its weightage should be 75% & 14.9% say its weightage should be 50%. 

Regarding the Internal Assessment 33% agree that, it help highly for understanding the course. 45.8% 

appreciably favours the same & 18.1% moderately favour it. While responding how the internal 

assessment help in early finding of difficulties, 20.1% respondents highly agree with it, 37.4% 

appreciably favours and 29.9% moderately agree for it. Whether Internal Assessment help to interact 

with the teacher, 36.7% favour it highly. 36.1% appreciate & 20.9% moderately agree for it. How the 

Internal Assessment develop the habit of regular work & study, 39.6% highly grade it. 36.9% 

appreciate for it. 18.5% moderately grade it. 39.4% of the respondents highly favour that the Internal 

Assessment helps for Continuous Self-Assessment. 37.6% appreciate & 19.1% moderately favour for 

it. 

Program of Study: 58.5 respondents consider their programe of study at YMN is superior as 

compared to their peer learners at other colleges. 36.8% consider it similar. 

Regarding student Teacher relationship in general & at departmental level, 50.3% say that, it is 

very good, 33.1% consider it as Good. Just 14.6% consider it as satisfactory. 37.4% respondents find 

college administrative staff as Very Helpful, 54.6% as helpful. 

For Hostel Facilities, just 16.2% say it as Very Good. 29.8% say it as Good, 4.6% express as 

satisfactory, while 40.2% are not living in hostels. 

For health care facilities, 47.2% say as Good, 21.5% Very Good, 28.3% as Satisfactory. 
 

Extracurricular activities: 17% of respondents participate in extracurricular activities. 19% often, 

37.8% some times. 83.2% respondents fount attitude of teachers for extra curricular activities as co- 

operative. 67.8% respondents consider the time spent at college is helpful in intellectual enrichment.  

88.5% respondents feel proud to be Yeshwantians. 



Under overall rating of the programme of the study, 49.1% respondents found academic 

content to be Very Good. 42.2% found it as Good. 32.5% experience in evaluation as Very Good & 

54% as Good 

. Regarding interaction with faculty, 42.1% feel it as Very Good, 45.9% as Good. For interaction 

with administrative persons, 33.8% express it as Very Good. 47.2% as Good. 40.2% say that library 

facilities are Very Good. 43.4% say it as Good. For Computer facilities 32.9% mention it as Very 

Good. 42.4% say as Good. 15% give it as Average. 

For Hostel facilities, only 15.3% give Very Good Grade, 28.9% as Good, 8.5% as Average. For 

recreational facilities, 25.9% say it as Very Good, 52% as Good, 17.6% as Average. For Extra 

Curricular activities, 37% say it Very Good, 44% as Good , 14.9% respondents give it 

average grade. 

Suggestions by the students: 
 

 Boy’s hostel is the demand from most of the students. 

 New certificate courses are to be introduced. 

 More number of extra-curricular activities could be organized by each department. 
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